problem" furnishes the mathematical basis for optimal search theory in economics. Nearly 40 years later, Laura Doval introduced a version of the problem in which the searcher is not obligated to pay the cost of inspecting an alternative's value before selecting it. Unlike the original Pandora's problem, the version with nonobligatory inspection cannot be solved optimally by any simple ranking-based policy, and it is unknown whether there exists any polynomial-time algorithm to compute the optimal policy. This motivates the study of approximately optimal policies that are simple and computationally efficient. In this work we provide the first non-trivial approximation guarantees for this problem. We introduce a family of "committing policies" such that it is computationally easy to find and implement the optimal committing policy. We prove that the optimal committing policy is guaranteed to approximate the fully optimal policy within a 1 − 1 = 0.63 . . . factor, and for the special case of two boxes we improve this factor to 4/5 and show that this approximation is tight for the class of committing policies. Pandora's problem, introduced in 1979 by Martin Weitzman [4], furnishes the mathematical basis for optimal search theory in economics. The basic elements of the problem are as follows. A searcher is allowed to select one of closed boxes containing independent random prizes sampled from known (not necessarily identical) distributions. The searcher chooses a sequence of operations, each of which is either opening a box or selecting the box. Opening a box has an associated cost and results in learning the value of the prize contained inside. A box can only be selected after it is opened, and when this happens the searcher receives the value of the prize contained therein and the process ends immediately. The searcher's goal is to design an adaptive policy (i.e., a choice of which operation to perform next, for every possible past history of operations and their outcomes) to maximize the expectation of the prize selected, minus the sum of the inspection costs accrued while opening boxes.
Pandora's problem, introduced in 1979 by Martin Weitzman [4] , furnishes the mathematical basis for optimal search theory in economics. The basic elements of the problem are as follows. A searcher is allowed to select one of closed boxes containing independent random prizes sampled from known (not necessarily identical) distributions. The searcher chooses a sequence of operations, each of which is either opening a box or selecting the box. Opening a box has an associated cost and results in learning the value of the prize contained inside. A box can only be selected after it is opened, and when this happens the searcher receives the value of the prize contained therein and the process ends immediately. The searcher's goal is to design an adaptive policy (i.e., a choice of which operation to perform next, for every possible past history of operations and their outcomes) to maximize the expectation of the prize selected, minus the sum of the inspection costs accrued while opening boxes.
A key assumption in Pandora's problem is that the searcher must open a box, and suffer the attendant cost, before selecting it. This assumption limits the applicability of the model. Given that the value of the prize inside a box is drawn from a distribution known in advance, in many cases it may be more advantageous to select a box without paying to inspect its contents. For example, when using Pandora's problem to model a firm searching for an employee to hire, boxes represent job candidates. The cost of opening a box represents the cost to the firm of undertaking a process, such as an interview or internship, to assess the value of hiring a candidate. If the evidence of a candidate's promise is sufficiently strong a priori, it may be realistic to assume that the firm is willing to hire him or her directly, skipping the costly evaluation process. This motivates a version of Pandora's problem in which a box may be selected without opening it, if the searcher so desires. Laura Doval [2] introduced this variant of optimal search and identified sufficient conditions for the optimal policy to have a simple structure. She also presented examples illustrating that in general, the optimal policy is unlikely to have any simple description. This motivates the study of approximately optimal policies that are computationally efficient, structurally simple, or both. Our work initiates this study.
We define a committing policy to be one that, before it opens any boxes, must pre-commit to a partition of the boxes into a set of boxes that will never be opened and a set that will never be selected without first being opened; in addition it pre-commits to an order in which the boxes in the latter set will be opened. Such a policy is almost non-adaptive; the only way in which it may adjust its behavior in response to information revealed during the search process is that it may terminate the search early. In this sense, questions about the ability of committing policies to approximate the optimal adaptive policy are akin to questions about adaptivity gaps in stochastic optimization [1, 3] .
The foregoing discussion inspires two interrelated questions. For which values of is there a polynomial-time algorithm that -approximates the optimal adaptive policy? What is the adaptivity gap, i.e. the worst-case ratio between the value of the optimal committing policy and that of the optimal adaptive policy? We show that for the general case of Pandora's problem with nonobligatory inspection, there is a polynomial-time algorithm to identify the optimal committing policy, and this policy always attains at least 1 − 1 = 0.63 . . . fraction of the optimal policy's value. For the case of two boxes we show that the adaptivity gap is never less than 4 5 , and that this bound is tight. The main question left open by our work is whether the factor of 1 − 1 for the general case of boxes can be improved. We conjecture that the answer is yes. In fact, we believe it is plausible that the adaptivity gap is never less than 4 5 , even when the number of boxes is greater than 2.
